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MELIKA SALIHBEG BOSNAWI 
 
OR - HORR/OR? 
 
QUESTION IS ALADINIAN! 
 
SEZAM OF THE WORLD PEACE (in Bosnia and Herzegovina, for instance)  
WILL BE OPEN WITH THE INVITING MUSLIMS TOO (& their "para-

jamats") TO THE UNITY (IN ALLAH'S DEEN, RELIGION): 
 
1. OR 
DEEN&KARTER's way: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAWsFgEg9uQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDM4gqciqs8 
 
2. HORR/OR  
*SCHIZOPHRENIC SAUDI KARATS-PAIED Sunnah 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDQ0Vkd5jaw 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69avxfCDeCM 
 
 
Bismi‘llâhi-r-Raĥmâni-r-Raĥîm 
In the name of Allâh, The All-Merciful, The Merciful 
Say you: "We believe in Allâh and that what is sent down on us, and 
that what is sent down on us Ibrâhîm (Abraham) and Isma´îl 
(Ishmael), and Isĥâq (Isak), and Ya’qûb (Jacob), and on the Tribes, 
and that what was given to Mûsâ (Moses) and ´Îsâ (Jesus), and that 
what is given to The Envoys from their Lord; we do not make 
difference between none from among them, and we are Muslims 
(those who submit to Him)." 
Qurân, Al-Baqarah, 2:136 
 
NOTA BENE! 
Faith is first of all a personal, intimate, cognitive act. There is no army, 
Muslim or another, no sultan, or emperor or president, either Turkish 
or Nato-executive, either anyone's armada or cavalry, or a flag on its 
wings, or its croups, there is no tradition, or ideology, which could 
prescribe the faith of man, or nations, or continents, or the planet 
Earth, or the Universe; till the Day Resurrection. Neither are male or 
female scribblers who could extinguish the divine light in the chest of 
the faithful: 
Lit with the arrivals of God's Prophets: 
and along, God's Revelations-Books 
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exemplified by their faultless words/ahadeeth 
and their faultless action/Sunnah 
 
Every mode of imposing religion in the name of tradition, politics, ... 
military or other alleged power, is naught but a blasphemy. 
 
Lit by the advent of God Prophets: 
and with them, God's Revelations-Books’ 
exemplified by their faultless words – ahadeeth 
and their faultless action/Sunnah  
 
Every way of imposing religion in the name of tradition, politics, ... 
military or other alleged power is nothing but a blasphemy. 
 
See: 
for OR 
http://deensquad.com  
for HORR/OR	
a digital rosary out! 
 
* schizophrenia (see Dictionary.com) since 1912, from modern Latin, 
literally "splitting of the mind". Taken from the German Schizophrenie 
and coined in 1910 by Swiss psychiatrist Eugen Bleuler (1857-1939), 
from the Greek Skhizein "split".  
** "Digital tasbih/rosary is but for the benefit of factories." - 
Avdibegovic. One from among the countless pearls of President of IVZ. 
Department for Religious Affairs! For, cogitates Mr. Hanafi&Maturidi 
(otherwise Hell!), it’s not your wit, or hearth, or tongue and hand, but 
a factory that is doing dhikr to Allah, so to that the same goes whole 
the sawab/benefit. 
 
POST FESTUM / AFTER A BINGE: From B&H Press, April 4, 2016, 
21. century, the planet Bosnia & Herzegovina. Summary: Hanafi - 
Maturidi Madhab & Akaid or Horro/r! 
 
"Islamic Community in B&H" (read IVZ) looks' after a correct 
understanding & practicing of Islam, and securing the conditions for 
the transfer of AMANAH (hear and see two threatening gentlemen on 
the left, from the Option 2. HORR/OR?!). The goal of IVZ is that all of 
Its members live according to Islamic norms, and the objective to be 
achieved by promoting good and preventing evil. In the interpretation 
of the faith and performing Islamic duties in The Community, is 
applied Maturidi akaid & Hanafi madhhab. From the point of IVZ 
mission, the process of ensuring unity of the Ummah in B&H territory, 
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and within jurisdiction of IVZ, is permanent, open & active in sense of 
inclusion of all members of Islam living in this area into the 
Community of the said Akaid & Madhhab practice, ensuring Its 
intellectual, sharia, spiritual and institutional unity…" ... in the aim of 
the common good & public interest... "By submitting reports of the 
Riyasat to the Parliament... the process of talks with members of 
Islam, individuals & groups alike who work outside The Community, is 
formally completed"... Thus, add I, the door of Islam in B&H, in the 
21st century - is once again firmly slammed right in front of the nose 
of Muhammad’s Ummah, blessing & peace of Allah on him & his 
offspring! 
 
Sarajevo, 23 April 2016 
 


